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Abstract

In this document we present a further development of non-commutative

algebra based key agreement due to E. Stickel and a way to deal with the

algebraic break due to V. Sphilrain.

Introduction

E. Stickel [Sti05] proposed a non-commutative algebra based key agreement fur-
ther algebraically broken �rst by V. Sphilrain [Shp08]. Later C. Mullan [Mul11]
broke some suggested modi�cations of Sphilrain in [Shp08].

Here is presented a modi�cation of Stickel's key exchange that circumvents
Shpilrain attack. Mullan attack is not relevant here as is a response to Shpil-
rain proposals to answer his attack, and we address original Sphilrain algebraic
break.

Stickel's non-commutative algebra based key agree-

ment

The original Stikel's [Sti05] key exchange is similar in concept to the ordinary
Di�e-Hellman key agreement, in particular the operation to get the intermedi-
ate value of Alice or Bob the following expressions are used:

A,B,W ∈ GL(n, p)
AB ̸= BA
U = AlWBm

V = ArWBs

l,m ∈ Zpn is the private key of Alice, and r, s ∈ Zpn is the secret key of Bob. U
is the intermediate value send from Alice to Bob, and V the intermediate value
send from Bob to Alice, then the shared secret S ∈ GL(n, p) is:

S = AlV Bm = ArUBs = Al+rWBm+s
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Shpilrain algebraic attack on Stickel's key agree-

ment

The method to break this scheme is to �nd matrices X,Y ∈ GL(n, p) such that:

XA = AX
Y B = BY
U = XWY

We need to apply a transformation on the third equation as follows:

X1 = X−1

X1U = WY

resulting in a overdetermined but consistent system of linear equations:

X1A = AX1

Y B = BY
X1U = WY

with X and Y found we apply to V value of Bob the following transforma-
tion:

XV Y = XArWBsY = ArXWYBs = ArUBs = S

So we get the shared secret without knowledge of the secret keys, just from
intermediate values.

Proposed variant of Stickel'ls key agreement

The proposed variant is similar but changing the intermediate value, U or V :

A,B,W ∈ GL(n, p)
AB ̸= BA
U = AlWBm +ArWBs

V = AeWBf +AgWBh

From these equations a key agreement is done almost the same way, l,m, r, s ∈
Zpn is the private key of Alice and e, f, g, h ∈ Zpn is the private key of Bob.

U is the intermediate value send from Alice to Bob, and V the intermediate
value send from Bob to Alice, then the shared secret S ∈ GL(n, p) is:

S = AlV Bm +ArV Bs = AeUBf +AgUBh

S = Ae+lWBf+m +Ae+rWBf+s +Ag+lWBh+m +Ag+rWBh+s
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The question is there's no necessarily a U = XWY for this construction,
that will work the same to �nd the shared secret. We can try to �nd U =
X1WY1 +X2WY2, but not as a system of linear equations as the inverse of X1

trick does not work as the second term of the addition remains a product of two
unknown matrices, so not solvable as a linear system of equations.

In order to ensure there's no X, Y satisfying U = XWY we need to do, �rst,
ensure U is in GL(n, p), which is not guaranteed. U must be non-singular. Be-
ing U non-singular and knowing a matrix is non-singular i� it's the product of
non-singular matrices we infer that X and Y must be non-singular as well.

Then, to prove there's no solution to U = XWY we apply the same Shpil-
rain attack that's not probabilistic or number intensive. We need just to check
if the overdetermined system of equations:

X1A = AX1

Y B = BY
X1U = WY

where X1 and Y are unknown matrices and the rest known, is inconsistent.
If this is the case the exponents used are valid.

Simpli�ed version

We can provide a simpli�ed version of the variant that's more elegant and easy
to understand, at the price of halving the keyspace of Alice and Bob, the for-
mulas are:

A,B,W ∈ GL(n, p)
AB ̸= BA
U = AlW +WBs

V = AeW +WBh

This is the instance of the scheme when m = 0, r = 0, f = 0 and g = 0.
As we're presenting in this document just the algebraic circumvention of Shpil-
rain attack, and not key sizes or parameters n and p in GL(n, p), we can ignore
keyspace reduction and take it as a optional scheme.

Example parameters

As an example parameters for the linear group a minimal non-conservative
choice can be GL(4, p) where p is a 16-bit prime. This results in a shared
secret of 256-bits and a key size of 4 · p4 ∼ 256 bits.
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